Dear Friends,

July /August 2017

First of all we want to offer our prayers and kind wishes for those who have been dealing with
true stresses. We all have day to day trials and problems, but sometimes, and more often than we
can really grasp, really devastating things happen that put life back into perspective.
The Goodwin fire, has consumed over 28,000 acres. They say it started from a charcoal fire that
was not put out properly. Summer wildfires are often easily prevented but once started, they take
on an energy of their own that can be next to impossible to contain. Some will never be able to
recover from the loss. The firefighters are incredible heroes and are to be commended in their
brave efforts to contain and extinguish this massive fire. Sadly this is one of several wild fires
burning in AZ and there are areas in other states in similar trouble.

.
Those of us who have our health, ample food and water, someone to love and a roof over our
head we are truly blessed and should never take these gifts for granted.
Fires bring about sudden anxieties and changes to a landscape or to any living thing in its path.
We do what we can to keep our properties safe and insured and try to support those who aren’t as
fortunate by educating them or lending a hand or a shoulder when needed.
Resource Consultants, Inc. as you should know is a full service precious metals company. We
buy and sell Gold, Silver, Platinum and Palladium coins and bullion as well as are metals dealers
for Precious Metals IRAs. Pat and Linda Gorman, the owners of RCI have been in the metals
business for over 30 years and believe that owning physical precious metals can and should be an
important part of anyone’s well balanced portfolio. The stock market has been doing great and is
enjoying all-time highs. It is also mostly tremendously over valued and two years past a normal
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cycle. When this super cycle breaks it could make the last crash look like a joy ride. Most wise
investors in stock or real estate would agree that a good way to grow wealth is to buy low and sell
high. At this time the metals markets are bouncing on the bottom and stocks are teetering on the
top. It just could be the best opportunity you will see in years to take some of your profits and
pick up metals at very low prices! Remember, physical precious metals values will never go to
zero, that is something that can’t be said about many stocks. Precious metals are also easy to
liquidate when the time comes. Even real estate can have challenges there.

BACK UP THE TRUCK!
SILVER
CATEGORY ONE ~ INSURANCE
All metals are a steal at this time but silver is just about the best investment available right now.
The spot prices are insanely low and so are premiums. If you have any concerns over your
financial security, the importance of getting some physical silver while it is so undervalued is
pretty much a no brainer. For those who bought when the market was at its peak, now is the time
to pick up more at half the price to cost average your investment.
Pre 1965 US silver coins sometimes referred to as “junk silver” are one low premium choice for
fractional silver. The most common way of acquiring them are in $1000, $500, $250. face value
bags of dimes , quarters or half dollars. For those who are unfamiliar with the term “face value ,
it refers to the amount of value stamped on the face of the coin. So, 10 dimes, 4 quarters or 2 half
dollars would equate to a $1 face value. When you order a full $1000 bag of 90% silver, you
would be getting 10,000 dimes,. 4,000 quarters or 2000 half dollars. Of that bag, about 715oz of
it is pure silver. The rest of the weight is the 10% alloy. We offer 90% silver in any quantity and
you can mix the denominations to be , for instance 1/2 bag dimes, ¼ bag quarters and ¼ bag
halves or whatever is your preference. Call 800-494-4149 to order yours.

Modern one ounce silver coins from government mints or one ounce silver rounds from private
mints are always a favorite. These are available in rolls of 20 or 25 ounces per roll or in monster
box quantities of 500 ounces. They are very pure, at least .999 and are IRA acceptable too so you
can have them in you precious metals IRA account.
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Pictured above, Eagle, British Britannia, Austrian Philharmonic
Mexican Onza and Canadian Maple Leaf

1oz Silver Round

Roll of 20 Peace Silver Dollars
Silver is widely used in dentistry, medicine, technology and jewelry and even clothing . The
demand for silver is growing every day. Much of this precious metal ends up trashed as an
industrial metal and is unlikely to be recovered. Silver is ridiculously undervalued right now.
Owning physical silver, having possession of it, could protect you when the dollar or stock
market fails or paper silver derivatives hit their demise.
GOLD
CATEGORY ONE ~ INSURANCE
We recommend pretty much the same items each letter, because they are, in our opinion, the most
recognized, liquid and safe choices in precious metals available. You can go to any of our prior
newsletters and read articles about the different coins we recommend to our clients. In this first
category for gold, own some one ounce gold coins and or bars. The one ounce has the lowest
premiums but with today’s low metals prices, now is a great time to fill up on some of the
fractional pieces as well! You can pick up singles or rolls of these coins, and yes, Gold coins
come in Monster boxes! Collecting gold bullion coins can become a great pleasurable hobby as
well as a store of wealth. There are so many designs and countries of mintage to choose from.
Gold coins have for centuries been considered treasured gifts for weddings and other special
occasions. It’s great to see so many young people learning about and starting their own hard
money portfolio. Call Resource Consultants, Inc. today and let us help answer any of your
questions or give you our recommendations. 800-494-4149
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Because life at its best is balanced, we like to share with our readers additional information from
time to time that we hope you will find interesting and helpful on subjects such as finances, and
world or economic issues. Life, to be great, needs to be balanced in all five realms: Physical,
mental, spiritual, financial and social so sometimes we will touch on these subjects too.
In our newsletter Resource Consultants attempts to help our readers by bringing you some ideas
to consider or give you something to think about. We don’t expect everyone to agree with
everything we print. But we do like to offer a sometimes controversial article now and then in
hope that it will open a new thought or perspective.
This edition of our newsletter features an article by Kenn Riordan. Kenn has contributed a few
times before and he is one to speak and write from the heart and personal experience. He was a
little concerned that it might be too controversial for publication. However, Politically correct or
not , we find it interesting and we believe that it does reflect much of what we are facing now, a
possible civil war, and a crisis that we fix now or we are undone.

From Russia, Not With Love
Maybe (может быть in Russian) is one of the most popular vernacular words heard in
Russia, an inclination like that of the Orient to not say no to any question or request. I lived and
worked there from 1994 – 1998, the most exhilarating and challenging thing I have done in my
life. Being part Russian on my mother’s side made it just more so. Russia, having been under
Mongol rule during 3 centuries from 1247 to 1450 after being subdued by Baku Khan, is, as one
of my Ukrainian partners said, “You must remember Ken, that the Ukraine is a European country
and Russia is an Oriental country”. You should also know that the first two major settlements in
Russia, Novgorod Veliky near St. Petersburg and Kiev, were Viking settlements dating to the
9th centuries. So there you have it, part Mongol and part Viking, with Slavs at the core, this is
Russia. I should note that I not only lived in Moscow, working with current and former
intelligence operatives there to do business, not gather intelligence, but also served as the lead for
the Counter proliferation Office, Office of the Secretary of Defense, under SECDEF Cheney and
ASD for Policy Wolfowitz, on the N. Korean missile issue, granting me a unique perspective on
two major issues impacting President Trump and the Congress.
I am writing this at the request of the editors to help the readers understand better the
current political environment facing the newly elected President whose Administration has as its
goals:
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1. Divert his agenda from “America First” issues such as rescuing Obamacare,
reconstituting the Armed Forces, and reducing taxes on both individuals and
businesses – in opposition to globalists like George Sorus,
2. Impeach him, just as William Jefferson Clinton was, a vote I witnessed in the
US Senate gallery,
3. Collapse the second pillar of the Trump agenda which is to redefine our
national security strategy in part by confronting the rapidly emerging nuclear
powers of Iran and N. Korea, who were either helped or ignored by the prior
Administration.
Let’s looks at:
1. The intelligence and facts supporting Russian collusion and/or interference
with the last election,
2. A review of the history of the major political parties and Presidents vis - a vis US Communist party activities,
3. How does this relate to the Trump Presidency and threats posed by Iran and
N. Korea.
Russian Collusion
To make it brief, there is no evidence of collusion nine months after this allegation was
raised, as the former FBI Director recently testified, as Democratic Senator Feinstein re-iterated,
and as key Committee Chairpersons of the House and Senate have known for several months,
leaving the President to twist slowly in the wind. Further, given the treasonous and felonious
number of leaks from members of the intelligence community and Obama political appointees, if
there was evidence, would it not have been already revealed? We also know now that President Elect Trump was monitored by the prior Administration and that LTG (Ret) Flynn’s widely
reported conversation with a Russian diplomat was monitored while he was physically in the
Trump Tower. Russian interference in our elections has occurred over many years as we have in
theirs, and as the Obama Administration stood accused and investigated by the US Senate for an
effort to defeat the Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu during the 2015 elections. 1 Thus,
Russian collusion is a well thought out strategy to distract POTUS and his Cabinet and staff from
their agenda as stated above. The readiness of our military of itself is an example of why it is so
important to oppose this strategy of diversion,
“Only three of the Army's 58 Brigade Combat Teams are ready to fight; 53
percent of Navy aircraft can't fly; the Air Force is 723 fighter pilots short; and the Marine
Corps needs 3,000 more troops.” 2 Amazing sentence to digest for someone who was
responsible for the Army’s personnel database for two years when we had 780,000 active
duty soldiers in a relatively peaceful world situation and now we have 545,000.
A secondary objective of this meme is to pressure Trump into saying or doing something
which can be then used to impeach him should the Democrats regain the House or Senate.
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US Communist Party Long-Term Strategy
The strategy of the American Communist Party (CPUSA) since its inception in 1919 was
to avoid a head-on conflict with democratic forces in the US, rather to infiltrate, control and set
the goals of the labor unions and our educational system. It is well known that Ronald Reagan
was a Democrat until he was elected President of the Screen Guild Union and was so heavily
pressured by the Communist elements of that union that he sought to remove Communist
members, later turning to the Republican Party, and becoming a lifelong enemy of Communism
and the Soviet Union. As he stated before the House on Un-American Activities in 1947:
“That small clique referred to has been suspected of more or less following the tactics
that we associate with the Communist Party”. 3
As Wikipedia relates about the CPUSA “It played a prominent role in the U.S. labor movement
from the 1920’s to 1940’s, having a major hand in founding most of the country’s industrial
unions …The Communist Party is based in NYC. From 1922- 1988, it published Morgan
Freesheet, a daily paper written in Yiddish” which can be read today in English on the internet as
the People’s World. 4 This history is widely recorded, the google references of accredited sources
runs 3 pages or more, and is in part footnoted in the event you find this disquieting or a
“conspiracy theory”.
To assume that this ideology is dead and no longer powerful is to buy into what has been
referred to as ”The Perestroika Deception” written by a Ukrainian KGB defector, Anatoliy
Golitsyn (a pseudonym) 5 who laid out in great detail in two books, the first in 1984 “New Lies
for Old”, the long-term deception strategy formulated by the Soviet Union to appear to retreat
from communism with an intent to isolate and cripple the US economically and diplomatically;
and the expanded on in 1995 in “The Perestroika Deception”. 6 If you read these books, you will
see that the strategy developed by the Soviets in the 1980’s has been followed and executed to an
eerie accuracy. Analysis by several experts concluded that 94% of Golitsyn’s predictions of
Soviet goals listed in these two books have been implemented, an indication of the veracity and
effectiveness of the strategy.
Another KGB defector, Yuri Bezmenov, observed of America in the 1980’s that “It takes
about 15 to 20 years to demoralize a nation, ….the minimum number of years needed to ‘educate’
one generation of students” and that KGB agents there fellow travelers “would use abstract art,
perverted music, pornographic images, homosexual rights, racist politics, pacifist foreign policy
and socialist economics to demoralize America.” 7 FBI reports from 1953 – 1960 confirming
these activities are held at the Eisenhower Library, and stated that they examined CPUSA
channels thru which foreign and domestic propaganda was directed at the American public and
“these channels included the press and publishing, art and entertainment, exchanges and honors,
diplomatic mediums, and educational programs.” 8Noted evangelist Herbert W. Armstrong who
founded the Worldwide Church of God preached about these themes for more than 50 years into
the late 1990’s.
“Psychological projection is a theory in psychology in which humans defend
themselves against their own unconscious impulses or qualities (both positive and
negative) by denying their existence in themselves while attributing them to others.”
The American Family
One has to only witness what is happening today on our college campuses to restrict free
speech to understand how well they have succeeded. Our children who are products of the public
school system know little of our Constitution and Founding Fathers, cannot think critically, and
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thus are easily swayed by agents of change but really agents of chaos, and then globalism, climate
change, and social mores not supported by Christian, Jewish, or Muslim religions. This has
severely undermined our social fabric and traditional family structure without which we have no
culture and no core to resist major challenges. Destruction of the family structure has been a
consistent target of the Communist Party.
We should also address the involvement of major political figures with Saul Alinsky,
writer of “Rules for Radicals” who was never a member of the Communist Party, but as David
Horowitz said, he “became an avatar of the postmodern left” and again as Chicago Alderman
Leon Depress, a Communist Party member and classmate of Alinsky, who wrote that
“emotionally he aligned very strongly with it (the Communists Party).” Alinsky is credited with
helping in establishment of the tactics of infiltration – coupled with confrontation – that have
been central to revolutionary political movements in the United States …” He is quoted as saying
that “ the first radical known to man who rebelled against the establishment and did it so
effectively that at least he won his own kingdom - Lucifer.” Hillary Clinton chose to write her
college senior thesis on Alinsky’s work, with Alinsky himself contributing his own time to help
her.” Also, according to Alinsky biographer Sanford Howitt, U.S. President Barack Obama was
influenced by Alinsky and followed in his footsteps as a Chicago – based community organizer. 9
Further, the Ayers family of Illinois contributed financially to various election campaigns
of political figures like Barack Obama. A son, William (Bill) Ayers, co-founded the selfdescribed Communist revolutionary group Weatherman Underground, along with his wife
Bernardine Dohrn, and among other activities this group bombed the Pentagon and the US
Capitol Building. William Ayers served with Obama on two boards together, and has been quoted
as stating in 1995 that “The ethics of communism still appeal to me”. 10 , 11
“Bill Ayers is a limousine revolutionary. He was born into a wealthy Chicago family,
raised in the leafy western Chicago suburbs, educated at the best schools, and benefited from
connections and privilege wherever he turned. His father, Thomas Ayers, was CEO and president
of Commonwealth Edison, Chicago’s electric utility company, and sat on several influential
boards, including those of the Chicago Tribune, Northwestern University, and the Chicago
Symphony. In 1966, Mayor Richard J. Daley enlisted Thomas Ayers, a close friend, to head
negotiations with Dr. Martin Luther King for a city-wide open housing agreement.
Tom Ayers was so successful at talking out of both sides of his mouth that King claimed
victory while, according to local press accounts, Daley could claim he was able to ‘preserve the
segregationist status quo.’ ” 12
National Security Strategy
Thus, when the President turns to confront dangerous developments such as the now
rapidly developing nuclear capabilities of an Iran and N. Korea, he is undermined at every turn,
his military has too few soldiers and too few ships, Army Infantry basic training is now
graduating basic training classes with many females which will significantly undermine unit
cohesion and combat effectiveness. Department of Defense pays for sex change operations, this is
factual. This degradation will result in a limited capability to prevent or stop a clash among third
world countries, i.e. Iran and Iraq, an attack on Israel, or a threat by terrorists to destroy a US city
if we don’t do as they dictate. You will live to see this at the rate of disintegration we are
witnessing. And yet, turn on your television or radio or cellphone tomorrow, and listen to one
more theory or how Trump colluded with Russia, and that they interfered with our election, and
therefore one of the smartest women in the world did not become President, and if she had, things
would be different now.
What I know is that the Middle East is in upheaval, that over 400,000 have been killed in
Syria during the watch of President Obama, that we contributed to the downfall of Qaddafi in
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Libya which is now controlled by ISIS, and that President Obama publicly called for the downfall
of the Egyptian President Mubarak (I provided a talking point for President Clinton when he met
with President Mubarak concerning an alleged chemical facility in Egypt which led to an
inspection by US authorities). These words by Obama contributed to Mubarak’s downfall,
succeeded in power by the extremist Muslim Brotherhood before the Egyptian military reasserted control. Do we need to discuss the disgrace of actions not taken to defend the US
Ambassador Stevens at Benghazi? Did the Clinton Foundation assist in the sale of 20% of our
Uranium resources to a Russian controlled entity which was approved by Secretary of State
Clinton? Did the Obama Administration support the overturning of a democratically elected
president in the Ukraine and was any action taken to stop the takeover of Crimea? And how
exactly has Trump favored Russia other than to jointly contest Muslim terrorism which the
Russians faced in Chechnya. Seems to me that we are on the edge of open conflict with Russia as
this is written. We can go back even further to the Clinton Administration who sold after my
retirement from service in 1993, many valuable technologies to China (the PRC or Chicoms) to
include advanced missile telemetry, satellite technology useful for targeting, and the mating of a
payload or warhead to the missile. I have personal knowledge of this as I had US government
veto authority for two years over 5,000 export licenses to 3rd World and countries of interest such
as Germany (supplier to Iran), and to my knowledge was not reversed on any of those vetoes by
the State or Commerce Departments. This links directly to the Clinton Foundation.
Conclusion
The battle so described above is between forces supporting globalism, Communism is a
type of globalism, as are world bodies like the UN, against those who favor America First,
defending our borders, and not undermining our economy in order to support UN and other
globalist goals. Thus the US contributes large sums of money, not always well spent, only to
bring our country down to the level of others, with very little in return. What was China’s specific
requirements or goals until 2030 as the worlds’ biggest polluter under the Paris Accord. Answer there was none. So think long and hard about your choices, but clearly it is between America and
a world community which generally does not like us. If you wish to become a soldier in the party
which supports the globalists, you then become a mercenary in a war which benefits those who
are opposed to the country which raised you, who gave you this exceptional standard of living
which is the envy of the world, and who defends you. Is that America or the global community,
the EU, the UN?
My Russian translator in Moscow once told me that the Japanese have a saying: “Eat
Chinese food, marry a Russian woman, live in America”. I responded that I knew we could agree
on something! So, “maybe”, the Russians have out-foxed and manipulated our intelligence and
investigative agencies, and “maybe” we are destroying ourselves, and “maybe” it will be very
difficult if not impossible to put this all together again, and “maybe” we need to get our act
together in defense of this great democratic experiment in freedom post – haste or it will be too
late.
As "Pogo" said in his most famous phrase is "We have met the enemy and he is us."
But this too you should consider:
Hilaire Belloc, the great British essayist, quoted by the brilliant William F. Buckley,
wrote:
“We sit by and watch the barbarian. We tolerate him in the long stretches of peace, we
are not afraid. We are tickled by his irreverence; his comic inversion of our old certitudes and
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our fixed creed refreshes us; we laugh. But as we laugh we are watched by large and awful
faces from beyond, and on these faces there are no smiles.”
Kenn Riordan, Jr., USA (Ret)
Soldier, Patriot, Citizen, American
Footnotes.
1. Richard Sisk, Military.com, 7 Feb 2017
2. Israel Today Staff, Israeltoday.com, March 15, 2015
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4. Communist Party USA, Wikipedia, June 13th 2017
5. Anatoliy Golitsyn, Wikipedia, June 15th 2017
6. Anatoliy Golitsyn, New Lies for Old, 1984 and Perestroika Deception,
1995
7. Andrew Miller, “Has America Been Influenced by Communism?”, The
Trumpet, March 2015
8. FBI Reports 1953 – 1960, “The Communist Party, USA, and Radical
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9. Saul Alinsky, Wikipedia, June 13th, 2017
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Obama”,Oathkeepers.org, June 13th, 2017
11. “Bill Ayers”, Wikipedia, June 21st, 2017
12. Alfred S. Regnery, The American Spectator, “They’re All in This
Together”, September 2nd, 2011
~end~
Thank you Kenn for another eye opening article! We appreciate the work you put into
this!
June 30th Illinois legislators failed to enact a budget for its third fiscal year in a row. Negotiations
continue amid some begging some fighting and little hope. Lawmakers continue to meet. The
failure marked a continuation of the historic impasse that’s left Illinois without a full-year budget
for 3 years, and which S&P warned one month ago that if they can’t get this under control , will
likely result in a humiliating and unprecedented downgrade of the 5th most populous US state to
junk status. All debt has to be repaid, either by the lender or the borrower.
Some of you might recall , in a speech before the National Press Club on October 29, 1975,
President Gerald Ford denies the near-bankrupt New York City a federal bailout, prompting the
New York Daily News to run the infamous "Drop Dead" headline the next day. Time will tell the
fate of Illinois. Let’s hope they can turn themselves around. Sadly, Illinois is not the only State in
trouble created by over spending and under budgeting. Perhaps something could have been
learned from Margaret Thatcher. “The trouble with Socialism is that eventually you run out of
other people’s money.”.
````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
We are sometimes asked what we think of bitcoins. To be honest, Pat and I have never liked
them or trusted enough to invest in them since they are a crypto currency and we don’t want to
risk the money on something we can’t hold. That being said, a longtime friend and client came
to me with a new way to get into bitcoins without investing much at all. Actually, less than $100
got us started. As a skeptic and a non-gambling person I took a chance. Boy, am I glad I did! We
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have already been paid many times my original entry and look forward to our merger, timid start
growing into something pretty nice! If you would like to learn more about what this is please
call our office and ask for Linda or Janell 480-820-5877 we can email you more information and
get you in touch with one of the founders of this system to answer any of your questions. With a
little patience you could see some pretty awesome results like we have. . This is an exciting and
fun new thing we are trying and have been pretty happily impressed with it!
The afore mentioned IS NOT AND HAS NO CONNECTION WITH RESOURCE
CONSULTANTS. Resource Consultants, Inc. is a full service precious metals company. Call us
for buying or selling physical Gold Silver Platinum or Palladium coins or bullion. We also work
with Precious metals IRAs as well as U.S. Numismatics Gold or Silver coins. 800-494-4149.
Please share our letter with your friends and family and make sure they sign up on line
www.buysilvernow.com and “Like” us on Facebook for access to our updates and free
newsletters.

Here is a great opportunity to earn the Crypto Currency "Bitcoin". For
less than $100 you can have multiple positions
in NetworkerBitcoin.com

NetworkerBitcoin.com
The Bitcoin Opportunity with the Best “PeertoPeer” concept strategy

Lee Balentine Co-Founder
Bitcoin Opportunity
https://networkerbitcoin.com
God Bless us all,
Linda & Pat Gorman

Resource Consultants, Inc.
www.buysilvernow.com
800-494- 4149
Disclaimer : The content of the Resource Consultants Newsletter and its web site is provided for information
purposes only and does not purport to provide legal, tax, or individual investment or business advice. The
information contained in the newsletter has been carefully gathered from sources believed to be reliable, but
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is not necessarily the opinion of the editors or employees of Resource
Consultants.
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